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 a 5,000 -year-old tradition. 
She stands 4 -foot




 and can flatten 





also known as 
Tae 






artists in the world. Kim has 
also 
developed her own 
form of martial 
arts   
jung su 
won.  
This form of martial 








Jung su won.is focused
 on developing oneself 
as a 
complete being  
mind,  body and spirit 
 while tae 
kwon









the amphitheater of San Jose 
State University,
 Kim came to campus along 
with some of her students,
 to inspire SJSU 
students




order to become a Grandmaster, one 
must have complete goal direction, be uncon-
ditionally disciplined and recognize body, 
mind and 
spirit," Kim said. 
Kim's demonstration was part 
of
 "Diverse 
Days"   a week-long celebration of Lambda 
Sigma Gamma's 10th year anniversary as  a 
sorority
 at SJSU. 
Mariela Garcia, the vice president of the 
multicultural sorority. said the sisters are 
interested in martial
 arts. The 
sorority asked
 several martial 
arts schools
 to come to SJSU
 











this was, to get 
Kim to 
come
 to SJSU) 
until after she agreed  we 
were 
very fortunate to get her 
with only two weeks notice," Garcia 
said. 





 Kim is very busy 
with
 teaching, 
lecturing, writing books, 
hosting
 her own talk 
show and serving as CEO of Lighthouse 
Worldwide Solutions  a software, firmware 
and hardware 
company   she said she came 
because the sorority took the time to ask.
 
The performances of her students included 
crowd participation, slicing through cin-
derblocks with bare hands, breaking 
boards 
and staged combat situations. 
"It's not about breaking boards  it's about 
breaking that 
mental  barrier," Kim told a 
crowd of about 50 people. 
David Carmichael, an aviation operations
 
major, was passing
 by the amphitheater with 
See Martial 
Arts,  page 6 
Text  by Brandy Sailors; 
photos
 by Sarah Orr 
Grandmaster 
Kim,  also known
 as Tae Yun 
Kim,  helps 
Michael
 Fell 
meditate  so he 
would  net be harmed






 on his 
chest  Thursday 
in the Student 
Union 
Amphitheater.  Kim, 















 Kim points to his 
groin, or as 
Kim  says "jackpot." to show 
the crowd where 
people
 assume is the best place to hit a 
man. 
artists in the world, came
 to San Jose State University on 
behalf  of 
Lambda Siama 
Gamma and gave a 
demonstration  of jung su won. 
Jung su won ts Kim's own form 
of
 martial arts, which is similar to tae
 
kwon do,






hits  it 
big on 
net 









Ryan  McCrossin 
Staff  Writer 
Oren Milgram 
is
 a young 
entrepreneur  at the threshold of a 
journey. 
Milgram is staking 
his claim 
on the online frontier 
with  his 
business StudentMarket.com.
 
"It's a way 
that
 students can 
start their own 
business  without 
a lot of 
money," said Richard 












 club, said he 
gave up a 
$30,000  plus a 




 in Milpitas 
last 
December
































































such as textbooks, computer 
soft-
ware, clothing and furniture. 
Now, his site attracts tens of thou-
sands of visitors each month, he 
said. It 
was  also mentioned in it 
January '99 
Wall Street Journa! 
article which
 focused on Internet 
sites that 
marketed  products to 
students. , 
Since none of 
the products that 
Milgram offers 
over the Internet 
are his own, 
his  challenge lies in 
getting more and 
more students 
to visit his site
 so that he will 
increase his 
commission.  he said. 
Milgram 
moved to 






 with its huge 
population  of 
students, it was the 
best location 
to lay his stakes into the 
ground.  
Now, working from
 his in -home 
office, he spends much of 
his  time 
on the telephone trying to  get the 
word out about his business. 
He
 









and Web banners, which are post-
ed on other Web 
sites, he said. 
The most popular 
service
 avail-
able on his site is a textbook dis-
tribution center called 
BigWords.com. Sites like this one 
are able to 
offer  textbooks cheap-
er than book stores because there 
is a short.er distribution chain, he 
said. BigWords.com also offers 






















profitable  because 
Milgram 
is investing 
all of the 
money  he 
earns back







































































coming  back. 
One of  
the things 
he
















 you make 
changes 







people  who feel 
like they 
are 
ready  to 
head 
into  the 
See  
Online,







Faculty angered after latest
 move 
in lengthy, 
bitter  contract dispute 
By Sandra Avila 
Senior Staff Writer 
Chancellor
 Charles Reed on 
Wednesday
 instructed the 22 
state universities to 
freeze  all 
merit pay activities until further 
notice because salary negotiations 
with the California 
Faculty  
Association
 resumed April 30. 
The purpose
 of the renegotia-
tions between the state and the 
faculty union is to 
create  a more 
favorable salary contract by revis-
ing the language of the present 
contract, according to 
forwarded  
message from newly -elected CFA 
President Susan Meisenhelder 
Some faculty members, who 
have spent anywhere from a few 
days to 
a few weeks preparing 
merit increase documents, are 
upset with the California State 
University system because the 
merit process
 has been frozen. 
"I am frustrated 
because I 
spent a day -and -a -half filling out 
merit paper work," said David 
Stone, San Jose State University 
lecturer  and CFA member. "We 
(members of the union) didn't 
even want this (merit program)." 
Merit  pay is a salary increase 
based on an individual's job per-
formance. 
Stone said he is looking for-
ward to a satisfactory salary con-
tract instead of what faculty 
is 
working under presently. 
The freeze may 
be positive, 
according to Peter 
Lee, associate 
vice president for faculty affairs. 
"I am optimistic things
 will 
turn out for the best," he 
said. 
According to Ken Swisher, the 
CSU public affairs director, the 
negotiation details cannot be dis-
cussed, but he said "the 
negotia-
tions are going very well." 
"We may be close to reaching 

















certain  hit 
.LOS 
ANGELES  (AP) 
 Now 




 the new "St,ar 




yielded to the buzz.
 And the buzz 
is ... well, don't
 expect a master-
piece, just a 
really good movie 
with cool 
special  effects. 
In 






Episode I  The 
Phantom 
Menace"  was 
screened 
Tuesday 
night  in 
eight
 North 







 and  
apparently
  a 
bundle
 of "Star 
Wars" fans 
who  somehow 
finagled
 

















tions, along with 
all manner of 






 the film, 
which opens nationwide 
May  19. 
Guys, it's a movie!" responded 
Tom Sherak, 
distribution  head of 
20th Century Fox, which is 
releasing the film for George 
Lucas. "It isn't the Bible! It's fun, 
it's enjoyable,




In what was titled, 'What I 
believe to be the FIRST review 
anywhere on the Internet," 
Ronald Epstein wrote on his 
Home Theater Forum Web site 
(www.hometheaterforum.com 
that while he was impressed, the 
movie may not satisfy hard-core 
"Star Wars" fans. 
"It looks like 'Star Wars,'
 it 
smells like 'Star Wars' and it feels 





































































 noon to 7 p.m.,
 Saturday
 at 7th & San  Carlos streets 
SAT I R DAY 



















 Somehow, the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson


















during  the sol-
diers' 32 days in 
captivity.
 
In a whirlwind of paper -
signing, television 
cameras,
 phone calls and tears, it 
was 
over,  and the 
three  American
 soldiers 





may  have 




 takes care 
of its own" 
after Staff 
Sgts.  
Andrew  Ramirez, 
Christopher  Stone
 and Spc. Steven
 
Gonzalez 
were  seized by 
Yugoslavian  
captors,




 mission to 
secure their safe
 recovery. 
In the light of 
television  cameras, Jackson
 slipped 
into the
 role of national 
hero,  scoring a major 
public  
rnlations victory. 
His actions are worthy 
of commendation; few oth-
ers would put 
themselves














did one man with 
strong
 ties to human and 
civil rights 
movements  not a 
sanctioned govern-
ment diplomat,
 not an ex -president or an official 
negotiator from NATO  prompt
 Milosevic to  turn 
over
 his three charges 
so
 quickly? 
And why couldn't the American government do 
so? 
It seems relatively 
bizarre  that Jackson just 
showed
 up, talked to Milosevic
 and Yugoslavia hand-
ed over the soldiers with 
a signature. The mission 
went almost too smoothly
 to be real, and that smooth-
ness raises questions: Was this 
meeting a setup, with 
unreported  negotiations between the U.S. 
and 
Yugoslavia 
occurring in the 
shadows?  
There may be ulterior motives lurking 
behind
 the 
sound bites on CNN; Milosevic 
undoubtedly  has his 
own reasons for releasing 
the Americans to Jackson 
and not to NATO 
administrators,  but we are left to 
guess if his actions are born of 
peaceful
 or evil inten-
tions. 
Then again, Jackson
 may just have been in the 
right place at the right time. For all we 
know, he may 
have been just as 
surprised to find Milosevic willing 
to discharge the 
captured  soldiers. 
Jackson's success may be a 
step in the right direc-
tion, especially if the U.S.
 shows good faith by releas-
ing Yugoslavian POWs as a return gesture. 
However, before the 
bombing ends, there must be 
a guarantee by Yugoslavia that the wretched practice 
of ethnic cleansing will cease
 completely. 
Jackson has left the door to peace
 slightly ajar; it 
is up to Milosevic and 
NATO/U.S.
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 she used 
to
 watch me sleep. 
My
 
alarm would go off, 
and there would be 
my 





 I wanted anything
 to eat for 
breakfast.  








 just smile, gather
 her robe around
 her 
and nod with a sigh. 
Now that 
I am a 
crotchety
 26 -year
-old, I see 
all  
the things 
she's  done for
 me through 
the years 
that  
I have taken 
for granted. 
Even before










was pretty gutsy. 




who  left 
everything 
she knew 
and  all of her
 family, to 
pro-
vide a better life for her
 daughter. 
Oh, if 





 little girl 
would
 put her 
through  in the 
years to 
come.  





















 to learn 
about fish 
and  water 
plants.  I was 
determined  to 
teach  my 





 hung on 
to the edge
 of the 








droopy bodies out of the 
water.  
Then,  there 
was the 
start of my 
adolescence
 in 
the  7th grade,



















when  I 
thumbtacked  
records
 all over 
my



















 even bat 
an 
eye when I 
taped  dead 
roses  on the 
headboard  
and






Perhaps  she didn 
t complain 
because
 she knew 
the worst




 still high school
 to deal with,
 after all. 
Ah, 
high  school. 
Yup,  I did a 
lot  of  damage
 to my 
mother's 
belief that 
having  a child 
would  be a won-
derful 
addition  to her 
life. 
Not
 that she 

























let me go 
to
 the Beastie
 Boys/ Run 
DMC 
concert when 
I was only 12. 
Mom 
sent me to 
private  school,










 I did 
learn the 
value  of 
education,  I 
still 
managed
 to give 
my mother
 her fair 
share  of 
migraines.  I never
 thought 
I'd  say this, 
but she was 
probably 
right  on a 








 I have never 
heard an "I 





once  a 
child turns 
18, he or 
she  is an 








 she tries 
to be, my 
















 this to 

















































































































 2:30 to 
4:30 
p 






































office  at 
924-4332.  
Gay,






upcoming  gay 
events, 










Parade,  at 
3:30 p.m.






























































Life Center will 
provide
 snacks for 
late afternoon 
and evening students
 from 4 to 5:45 
p.m. in the 
University





















art  from 10 
a.m. 
to 4 










 or Jenny 
at 924-
4330. 
Spare..  Guide is provided
 free of charge 
to students. faculty and 
staff 7'he deadline 
for entries I/ noon. three
 days before desired 
publication date Entry forms are 
available
 
in the Spartan Daily Office. Space 
metric  
twins may 
require  editing of submissioru 
she needs to 
take care of me until 
I make my first 
million. 
She still 
harps on me to 
make my doctor's 
appointments.  She 
scolds  me that I'm 
not   
choose one of 
the following  
sleeping  enough, 
tak-





keeping up my 
appearance.
 
She even stops by 
and  tries to stock my 
refriger-
ator with what 
she thinks is nutritious 
food. More 
a business 
woman than a cook, 
my
 mother thinks 
fish sticks are 
the nutrition food of 
the decade. She 
was the one who advised
 me when I was younger, 
"Never learn 




that you can pay someone to 
cook for you. Be in the 
boardroom,
 not the kitchen." 
Amen.  
Last week, she 
even tried to hire a housekeeper 
to clean my condo. 
The point? 
I  and countless
 others  will always be 
"Mommy's Little Girl." 
I can graduate. I can get
 a high -paying job. I can 
discover the cure for
 cancer. 
But mom will always introduce me to people by 
saying, 'This is my baby, JoAnn"
 as I blush, hold out 
my hand and try to look as 
professional  as I possi-
bly can with the word "baby" still ringing in my 
ears. 
Don't try and fight it. Tve had friends in their 
30s and 40s whose mothers still baby them as if 
they are helpless little kittens. 
So, on Sunday, thank your mother for all 
she's  
done for you and all she will continue to do for  you. 
Make her breakfast in bed, buy her some flowers 
and a 
card. 
And sign the card, "Love, your baby" 
JoAnn Peach 
is the Spartan Daily opinion 
editor  
"On
 The Flip Side" appears



































don't  know 
what 
the hell the
 doctor is 
going  
to 


































































 a year 
ago, a 












 Are these 
peo-
ple 
geniuses  or 
what?  
The  fact that 














all, isn't it the
 medical 
community  that 
encourages 
common folks 



















 just telling 
parents
 to encourage 
their
 boys to keep that 
area clean by taking








 the United 
States
 is not hygiene.
 
Circumcision became
 the norm in the late nine-
teenth  century, the 
Victorian
 Era, to discourage 
masturbation.
 
A medical record about circumcision and mas-
turbation from 1885,
 by Dr. E.J. Spratling demon-
strates 
this mentality. 
The record said masturbation would be "limited 
to 
within  the danger lines." 
This mentality may have been fine in the 
Victorian Era, but it is not OK in modern
 times, 




woman  can abort a 
fetus
 
because it is her body, but a male baby can't keep 
the foreskin on his own 
penis  because his parents 









 can choose to go 





 Yet, I have 
never met any who are willing to have one-third of 
their penis chopped off without anesthesia. 
If there are hard-headed individuals out there 
,who still think circumcision is right, they should 








First of all, circumcision removes about half of 
the erogenous
 tissue along with the foreskin, 
according to a report 
in the British Journal of 
Virology.
 
To me, this 
translates
 to half the pleasure of 
uncircumcised  men 
during  intercourse. 
Also,
 
Europeans and Asiana 
do not habitually practice 
this form 
of 
child  abuse, only Americans consider 
it as the
 norm. 
I have one last,




Just because you suffered the trauma and neg-
ative efTects
 of this mutilation does not mean you 
should  take it out on your 
baby  boy. 









   

















 offer any factual 
information 
to support their 
cause. I've 
noticed
 this to be the 
case in several instances.
 
Perhaps I may offer a few 
sugges-
tions for 
future  research. 
One 









 their girlfriends with 
the news of a pregnancy,
 who 
have responded by asking how 
much she needs for the abortion 
(this does not even take into 
account the men who disappear, 
never to be seen again.) For 
young adults not ready to start a 
family, abortion is often times the 
first thought to cross 
their  minds 
 for both men and women. 
Another suggestion might be 
to research exactly 
how many 
thousands of unwanted children, 
from unwanted pregnancies, pop-
ulate the hundreds of state facili-
ties, orphanages, foster homes, 
mental  hospitals, and streets of 
every city across this country. Or, 
perhaps try to tally the countless 
numbers of unwanted children 
currently being neglected, 
ignored or beaten in their homes 
at this very moment. I'm 
sure
 
these children would be able to 
describe the quality of their lives 
since they were brought into 
this
 
wonderfully caring world of ours. 
Pro -lifers are notorious for 
spouting their 
materialistic, reli-
gious viewpoints at women who 
are unfortunate enough to 
find 
themselves in such
 a difficult sit-
uation. However, I don't recall 
hearing their solutions to 
help 
educate the young
 women at risk 
of 
becoming  pregnant of how to 








 you look 
back  only
 four 








 tables to 
butchers
 




Making  abortion illegal 
will 
not stop women from
 wanting to 
pursue that avenue. 
Make abor-
tion
 illegal and the next woman
 
to lose her life 
may  just be your 




I'm sure you've 
heard  the say-
ing, "If you are not 
part of the 
solution, 
you are part of the prob-
lem." I think that 
sums






school of journalism and 
mass 
communications  





last week, several mem- 
years,"  our parents have 
turned
 
bers of the campus commu-
 into our heroes  
(because  they 
nity participated in the 





 Daughter as our
 guardian angels 
(giving  
To Work Day." This 
is a day in words of 
wisdom on those bad 
parents brought their daughter(s) days.) 
or
 even son(s), to 
work so that 
With this idea in 
mind,  I decid-
they might experience 
what  their ed to invite 
my
 father to San Jose 
parent does for their career. 
to experience what it is like to be 
But when is 
"Bring  Your a 
college
 student of today. 
And  
Parent To School Day?" 
seeing that he survived "shadow -
Now, I understand 
when  we ing" me to all 
of my classes and 
were 
all teenagers in middle
 or meetings, I don't 
think that it was 
high
 school, that our parents had 
all that bad of an experience 
for 
the infamous "cooties" and were
 him  nor I. 
considered "uncool." 
If anything, I 
was  proud to 
Since we are out of our "teen 
introduce my father to all of my 
Quotefor the Daily 
"Time flies like an arrow; 




 and "head mucki-mucks" 
that I deal with everyday. 
So, next time you are chatting 
with your parents on the phone, 
try out the idea of inviting them 
to follow you for a day at San Jose 
State University. 
If anything, 
your parent might thank you, 
since it would get them away from 
their career's daily grind. And 
might even earn you some 
"brownie points" for the next time 
















1 NEARLY RAKE% HIM. A SHARP AND 
MERCILESS COMEDY. 11, best and 
bnghtest  high schod Mire 
sae ihe groundbreabel '4eathes:Poweted eipen prformaces by Reese
 
Witherspoon  
ad Van* Broderick. this iS a fierce teeP satire 
will hate ha difficutty chenshk 






































































AT.A.1-E.  I LIJI 
Page
 3 
Ethnic cleansing  can
 end 
with help of ground troops 
How
 far should
 we go? In Blowing
 up some key govern -
my 
opinion,  send in the ment defense
 structures in 









being  raped, tor -
towards getting 
rid of ethnic tured, murdered and kicked 
out  of 
Albanians is on its 
way 
to becom- 
their homes to march 
another 




 of tears." 
and NATO cannot stand
 idle on Let's make this a humanitari-
sending in the needed ground an effort to 
put an end to 
troops to stop these atrocities. 
Milosevic's ethnic
 cleansing. Send 
What success 
have  the con- in 
the ground troops. 
stant air raids had? We know 
Some of our soldiers may die, 
from history that 
air  raids on but tens of 
thousands  of lives will 
Germany
 in World War II were be 
saved,  and hundreds of thou -
not that effective 
as previously sands of people will have 
their 
believed.
 The "carpet bombing" in 
homes  and dignity restored. AB 
Vietnam was pretty much ineffec-
 for peace between ethnic 
tive. And 
the air raids 
in Iraq Albanians and the 
Serbians, we'll 
blew up a lot
 of buildings, but
 wait and see.  
nothing compared with the 
effec-
tiveness 





-lifers  not necessarily 




 when it comes to 
pro -lifers, 
you  connect the 
dots with the extremists. 
Let's be fair. 
Let's connect the dots
 with 
other groups. How about the 
Sierra club and Earth First!, 
PETA with the Human Society, 
the "goths" with Eric Harris and 
Dylan Klebold. Let's not forget 
Ted Kazynski, who sent bombs to 
those who were ecologically 
incorrect. 
In the final analysis, it isn't 
fair to connect those dots, is it? 
But people are constantly lik-
ing extremists with 
pro -lifers 





If we're going to be fair and 
compare the full spectrum of pro -




 picked up 
aborted and 
abandoned  babies 
off the streets and
 brought them 
into her 
home. 
Also keep in 
mind that the 
vast majority 
of
 abortions by 
choice in China and India are to 
get rid of unwanted babies. 
Another 
thing, the majority of 
pro
-lifers
 do not have a problem 
with abortions 
for rape, incest or 
severe physical or 
mental handi-
cap. 
Yet less than 





 are performed 

























tion, the issue 
is a simple one. 
The CSU has used "merit pay" 
as an excuse to dismantle a pay 
schedule that once made it possi-





inflated  economy. 
Under the old arrangement,
 
faculty 
received  automatic 
annual
 





rank. In addition, they received 
any cost -of -living increases voted 
on by the legislature. This pay 
schedule gave new faculty 
some
 
prospect of eventually being 
able 
to support themselves. 
Now, the step increases 
have
 
been cut in half 
and  faculty may 
or may not get them, depending
 
on how they have demonstrated
 
"merit," which may mean 
writing 
a book, but 
may also mean finding 




faculty members do not 
oppose merit pay 
if
 it is reason-
ably
 fair but the current 
system is 
simply 
an excuse to 
pay faculty 
less and to extend 
administrative 
control. 
As for merit, to be hired at San 
Jose 




 competition with 
400 or 500 other
 applicants, then 
undergo 
annual  reviews. 'Ib be 
promoted, one
 must them compile 
a record of 
scholarship, strong 
teaching 




 merit aplenty. 
In summary, 
any  faculty mem-
ber who can 
survive  at SJSU, 
which has higher 
teaching  loads 
than comparison institutions and 
exists in the highest real estate 
market in the country, needs and 
deserves those 
annual 5 percent 
step increase.
 As matters now 
stand, more new 
faculty
 will flee 
this declining institution and we 
will have lost 
our  future. 









Getting a year's worth of stuff 
into
 a car is like trying 
to cram I() pounds into
 a S -pound sack. You've 
crammed enough for
 a while. Give yourself a break. 
Call Ryder and trudc it  








coupon  at the time 
of






Coupon only applicable 
to
 basic rate of truck rental, which does not 
include 
taxes, fuel and optional items. One coupon per 
rental.  Coupon sub 
Ject to truck 
availability  
and  Ryder 






 31, 2000. 
Coupon
 not valid







Ryder' Is a registemi trademark of 
Ryder  




Note to Dealer: I. 
Enter  discount on rates
 screen.







i. Attach to 
rental
 agreement and send
 In with weekly report.




















By Mike Oseguetia 
Specie/ 
to
 at Spartax Daily 
When Spartan
 left fielder 
Rob 
Douglass made
 a sliding catch on the
 first 
play of the game 
Wednesday
 night to take 
a hit 







 of what 











team had the 




State  University 
Har.vard 
Pioneers  repeatedly 
came up 
short and fell 
to
 the Spartans 11-1.
 
The Spartans
 got six runs
 in the first 
three innings 










 to get in 
the  
ball 
game, but a 
clutch defensive
 play or 
strong 
stand on the
 mound by 
















Nell  home 
game:  5,13 M. 
SIM Dine 
Staff'  12:30 
p.m.  
"They 
were  too 
predictable,"  
Junior 













was not as 
good  and 
they gave 
us a lot of 
looks."  
Ruiz drove in 
one of his two




 he lofted 
a full count 
pitch
 from 





field  for a base





 the inning 
Dan  Winterberg 
scored 
on
 a sacrifice fly
 from Mike 
Rouse  
after 
doubling  to 
begin  the Spartan
 rally. 
The 
Pioneers  got 
their lone 
run  in the 
top half of 
the third inning 




 Brown started 
the 
inning
 off with a 
base  hit arid then
 
moved to second
 on a fielder's 
choice.  
Wilson  chopped 
the  next pitch 
towards  
second base 
where  Ruiz fielded 
the  ball 
and threw 

























Hours. Fri. 3-7pm, 
Sat. 
11-7.  Sun. 10-6 
Fax 




EsquibelSpartan  Daily 
Rob 
Douglass,  a San Jose State University left fielder, Municipal Stadium.
 The Spartans defeated California State 
slides into second base 
during a play Wednesday night at University Hayward 11-1. 
at first, allowing Brown to score. 
The one run would not stop the 
Spartan offense as they came up with 
three more runs in their half of the third. 
Brandon Macchi led off the inning with a 
line-drive double that 
painted the base-
line in right field and
 rolled to the side 
gate. Todd Duncan came 
up
 next and hit a 
grounder that the Pioneer shortstop hesi-
tated on, allowing Duncan to beat the 
throw to first. After Winterberg walked, 
the bases were 
loaded
 and Shorsher 
looked at another
 four balls from Jason 
Blanton to force 
Macchi  home. With the 
bases still 
loaded, Ryan Brucker came up 
and took an off 
speed pitch from Jason 
Blanton off his left 
shoulder  to bring home 
Duncan. Rouse hit a 
deep fly to center 
field
 for his second sacrifice fly of the 
game, which allowed Winterberg to score 
to put
 the score at 6-1. 
"We hit the ball 
well
 today and that's 
all that counts," 
Spartans  Coach Sam 
Piraro said, 
noting  that aside from 
Tuesday's 
game with Saint Mary's, the 
team 
had not seen any live baseball
 action 
due 
to the weekend rainout 
at Air Force. 
With the 
strong
 lead, the Spartan
 
defense was left 
to protect it. Hayward 
tried to get  
on
 the scoreboard in the sixth 
and seventh innings,
 but couldn't get a 
run  across the plate. 
The Pioneer's Ryan 
Sill got to first base on an error 
and the 
middle of the lineup could have capital-
ized, but the 
Spartan  infield turned a dou-
ble play to end the threat. 
In the seventh, the Spartans defense 
gave Hayward another chance. Leadoff 
hitter Roberto Zaldivar struck out swing-
ing but reached first on a passed ball. 
Steven Parker promptly doubled over the 
head of Brucker in center field, but a 
quick relay by the Spartans nailed 
Zaldivar at the plate. Another infield 
error, this time from third baseman Tbny 
Tognetti, let Alvin Salinas get on base. 
After a walk to Nick Lemas 
the bases 
were loaded and the 




















 Martinez to 
ground  


































































 with a single 
past  a 
drawn -in 
infield.  
Ruiz  came up next 
and 
tripled 
off  the 














to left field from 
Brian Stream. 
Stream eventually




 hit up the 
middle from 
Winterberg
 to notch the 
llth





 the Spartans 
record
 





.500 since the second 
week of April. 
"We are
 .500 now and that's a good step 
to our goal of 
having
 a winning season," 
Piraro 
said.  
The status of the Spartan 
season  will 
be at a crucial point this weekend as 
the  
team travels to Fort Worth, Texas
 to take 
on Texas Christian 
University  for a week-
end series starting on Friday.
 The Horn 
Frogs are in second
 place in the Western 
Athletic Conference with a record of 18-8 
and already have clinched a berth in the 
WAC 
tournament.  The Spartans are 11-
10 in conference play and find  themselves 
in fifth place, half a game behind San 
Diego State and New Mexico University. 
"Every game is like a playoff game 
now. Every win is like a dollar 
bill in the 
bank and every loss is a 
nail in the coffin," 
said Piraro 
pointing
 out the TCU series 
and the next series against SDSU
 will 




 got talent, we just 
need to play 
ball. We've been hitting
 lately, so we need 
to keep hitting,
 hope that our defense 
stays  with it, and our 































































































































Miller  won 
the 
individ-































































































FOR  ANY CAI,I,
 KAMIKAZES 
* 
CORNER  of 3rd













































 up the artifi-
cial rock climbing wall 
while Steve Atkins 
holds a rope. 
(Right) Lara Aziz,
 
who has been 
rock 
climbing








McMahon how to tie a 
rope.  
Photos by Dai 
Sugano
 
Text by Halima 
Kazem 
... '' 
atififilis duali valato iamb& 
MANAGEMENT
 TRAINEES BAY AREA 
LOCATIONS
 
This is an entry level position assisting in all operational 
functions such as processing customer transactions, developing 
a client base and 
conducting all other daily operational 
activities. Our program provides trainees with the tools and 
skills to rapidly advance to the next level. Candidates should 
possess a high energy level, some customer service experience, 
a willingness





maintain a flexible attitude toward working and 
training.  We 
require a 4 year degree or relevant experience, a clean DMV 
record, a valid California driver's license, and 
strong
 
communication  skills. 
In exchange, we 
offer:  
Entry level pay plus an incentive plan 
Promotional opportunities 
Expansive benefit package 
40Ik & pension  plan 
after I year of service 
Please send your resume to: 
The Hertz Corporation 
job # CSUSJ99
 
P.O. Box 759, Millbrae, CA 94030 
or FAX (650)-259-2910 
adime. 
ifftwaiftwiLlikeb 
Planet Granite is an indoor 
rock climbing play- lessons for beginner 
climbers  who can purchase, or 
ground in Santa Clara. 
Planet
 Granite offers free become










climbing  has taken 
the vertical challenge
 to new 
heights.  
Once  considered 
an extreme 




 to be gaining 
more popularity 
as an all around 
way of staying 
in shape: 
Imagine  developing a 
strong 
handgrip,  working all 
major  mus-
cle 
groups  heightened 
by an 
adrenaline 






may soon get a 
chance  to 
rope on 
for the climb  on 
campus.  
"I had a lot of students asking 
me 
about adding a climbing 
wall 
to the 




 are looking into 
installing 
one  soon," said Andre
 
Morrow, Event 
Center sport club 
manager. 
Three  climbing stations 
would  
replace  the vending machines cur-
rently in the lobby 
of the Event 
Center. 





with  Planet Granite 
 a Santa Clara based 
indoor 
rock 





 packages for 
$20. This includes a beginner
 
climbing class, a day pass and 
equipment rental. 
SJSU fitness
 and adventure 
director Matt McNamara took 
about a dozen students again 
this
 
semester and said the class 
was  a 
:uccess.
 
Most adept climbers 
like 
McNamara  scale the mountain-
sides 
of
 Yosemite. But to 
prepare  
for the
 challenge, many 
head  to 
indoor arenas 
to practice. 
Greg  Barnes is Planet Granite's 
retail 
manager  and an avid rock 
climber  inside and out. 
"Indoor 
facilities
 are a good 
way for beginners
 to get a feel for 
the sport and make
 mistakes 
because mistakes outside




He said knowing how to con-
nect ropes 
properly and balancing 
body 
weight  can help keep 
a 
climber  stay out of danger. 




rock climbers can safely
 
learn the basics
 of belaying 
which  
is managing one
 side of the rope 
for a 
climber.  
The indoor ropes 
run through 
anchors
 on top of each 
climbing 
wall, then are 
hooked
 through the 
climber's harness 
and tied in a 
double figure eight 
knot.  One last 
fisherman's
 knot secures the 
climber 
and the end of the rope is 
handed
 to the boleyer who 
remains on the 
ground  and con-
trols  the rope. 
Jonna Reeder climbs up on 
artificial rock climbing wall at 
Planet
 Granite. 
As the climber ascends up the 
man-made rock walls, the boleyer 
pulls the slack of 
the rope to sup-
port the climber 
and keeps them 
from hitting the ground in case 
they
 slip off the wall. 
The 
relationship between 
boleyer and climber has many 
people turning to 
climbing as a 
bonding experience







 the person on 
the 




lowering  the climber 
safely to 
the ground, but they
 have to pay 
close 
attention  to the 
needs  of the 
climber
 and have to 
be
 trushvor-
thy,"  said Jeffrey 
Bowling,  boley-
ing instructor










 said the chal-
lenge of the 
sport intrigued 
her 
and provided an 
outlet for all the 
stress she 
accumulates
 in her day 
job. 
"At first I was afraid of heights
 
but now 
that  my boyfriend
 and I 




because  I concen-
trate  completely 
on what I'm 
doing. After awhile
 I even forget 
how far up I am 










working on their climbing 
skills. She
 said grace has a lot to 
do with being a 
good climber and 




 An intense climb can 
work muscles that traditional 
exercises such 




Granite  supervisor 
Shawn Gerth 
said
 climbing is one 
of the great equalizers between 
men and women. 





and as they 
become  physically 
stronger it helps 
them achieve 
things in 
all areas of their 
lives.  
"Climbing looks
 like you would 
need a lot of strength,
 especially 
upper  body, but balance,
 flexibility 
and concentration




 as Pacific 
Edge in 




 day pass prices 
up to 50 per-
cent. Student 
























certified  at 











reign  the 








 $30 and 
an 




shoes  and 
a 
chalk 











to fork over 
anywhere  
between  
$15,000  to 
$30,000
 for 
the  wall 










students  a 
chance  to 







 and staff of 
SJSU save 
30%  with 
this AD. New 
anti -straight and 
anti -curl perrps 
Exports in 
rugger  and spyro perms 
Page
 









Bishop  practices her choreographed dance 
thr, 
,,onior




from page 1 
Internet frontier without any for-
mal instruction, Yahoo! is one 
place they can start. Yahoo!, an 
Internet search engine, offers a 
service called Yahoo! Store. The 
service helps people construct the 
Web site for their business, and 
it 
will host the site for them when A 
is finished. After someone applies 
for a merchant account through 
Yahoo! Store, they can take credit
 
card orders securely using encryp-
tion, and retrieve
 those orders 
through 
e-mail.
 The service costs 
from $100 to $300, depending
 on 
the number of items
 sold in the 
store. 
While Werbel said he 
believes 
the Internet offers a good oppor-
tunity for marketing 
students,
 he 
cautions the on line market is 
very 
competitive.  It costs 
little 
money for students
 to get into the 
business. but the 
market can 
become flooded, he said. 
"If another Web site 
comes 
along that 
offers  something 
cheaper, the 
consumer  is probably 
going to check it out, so you have 
to be very efficient," 
Werbel  said. 
"It's always
 a challenge in mar-
keting: 
How  can you differentiate 
yourself from your competitor?" 
The best way 
to avoid falling 
prey to 
competition  on the 
Internet  frontier is to sell your 
own products and services, Werbel 
said. 
Milgram wants to charge down 
the frontier; he said he will 
expand his business by offering 
more "quality" products and ser-
vices to students through his Web 
site. He also said he wants to 
place student representatives for 
his company on college campuses 
throughout the country. 
Milgram offers some 
advice  for 
students who are thinking about 




"Focus on a 
particular  market 
that can be better served, then fig-



























































































Payment  is 






















you  the rest



















Dai Sugana/Spartan Dad\ 















 from page 
1 
in March 
about  a contract 
between




salary  and merit. pay
 
increases 
remained  unresolved 
issues. 
In March,
 when the state 




 of faculty 
mem-
bers across the state



















think  the legislature
 is start-
ing to 





















 is it a 
'Star Wars' 
that  we are going to 
walk 
away
 satisfied with? Well ...
 
perhaps, but not for 
everyone," 
Epstein wrote. 
While the early amateur
 critics 
loved the action sequences
 and 
most of the effects, including what 
they found to be an incredible 
underwater sequence, some 
reviewers
 thought the 2 -hour -
plus movie 
dragged a bit in 
places, that it was a little too kid -
oriented and that one of 
the  com-
puter -generated characters, Jar 
Jar Binks, was annoying. 
Such views, however, were 
quickly  countered by those who, 
like Jerry Rhoades on Home 






























































































































watch  it to 
analyze
 and 
match  other 
people's  reviews 
and 
thoughts to the 
film, just sit 
back,  
relax and enjoy 
the ride," he said.
 
"I did." 





 gave their 
usual  
tempered  thumbs -up; 
they 
praised the movie just 
enough  to 
avoid 
losing any customers 
but  
not so much that Lucas
 could 
extract higher 
fees  for showing 
the film. 
"This movie is critic -proof" he 
said. "I think it doesn't matter 
what anybody says, good, bad or 
indifferent. The film is going t,o 
play big in those first two 
weeks 
without question." 
After  that ... the Force only 
knows.
 





Continued from page 1 
his lunch, when he saw a crowd. 
He took a seat close to the front 
and was later called upon to "test" 
the cinderblocks and verify for the 
crowd they were real. 
"They were very real  and 
very heavy. 
That's  (breaking 
through them) pretty impressive," 
Carmichael said. 
Kim's demonstrations were 
intertwined with messages of self 
confidence and examples of his-
torical accomplishments, such as 
Edison's light bulb, to demon-
strate that anything is possible. 
"People 
need
 to stop complain-
ing. Everything 
in life is personal 
choice. If you lcnow 
how to use the 
phone, ride the bus or  turn on a 
computer, you 
can do anything. 
We can let
 ourselves become a vic-
tim or we can rise
 above and move 
on," Kim said. 
Kim can say these things 
because she has been a victim, 
she has made personal choices 
and she has risen and moved on. 
In 1946, Kim was 
born  a disap-
pointment 
and an outcast in the 
Kim Cheon province of South 
Korea. Only 
minutes  after her 
first cry, she was rejected by her 
family  including her own moth-
er  a situation that would last 
decades. The reason  she was a 
girl. 
According to a 
biography, she 
was pushed further into isolation 
as she pursued 
martial arts. 
Women, for the past 5,000 years, 
were not allowed to practice. None 
of her eight uncles would teach 
her, telling her to focus on the 
womanly duties of cooking and 
sewing instead. 
That answer was not good 
enough for Kim and through per-
severance she not only achieved 
the highest level in tae 
kwon
 do, a 
grandmaster, she has now been 
recognized by her home country 
as a "Cultural Living Treasure." 
Consequently, she is one of the 
first women in Korea to train in 
martial
 arts. 
"Claim  yourself," Kim 
told the 
audience. "Be an 
original.  Don't be 
a copy. It's time to change
 your 




 getting 'serious 
look'  
SACRAMENTO (AP)  U.S. 
Sen. Barbara 
Boxer  said 
Thursday she has been reassured 
by the Federal Trade Commission 
that it is 
aggressively
 investigat-
ing possible gasoline price goug-
ing in 
California.  
"I've been somewhat frustrated 
because I've been unable to get,
 in 
writing, anything regarding their 
activities. As far as speaking up 
for the consumer ... they're my 
only hope," Boxer 
said
 in a confer-
ence call from Washington, D.C. 
The California 
Democrat  said 
she received a "very strong letter" 
from 
FTC Chairman Robert 
Pitofsky confirming
 that "there is 
a very serious, ongoing investiga-
tion both of gas prices in 
California and also two
 merger 
applications that are before the 
FTC." 
Those proposed mergers 




 gas prices are fueling 
anger in 
California  where drivers 
are paying around $2 a gallon for 
premium
 in some spots. 
Prices across the country 
jumped with the 
Organization
 of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries 
announcing production cuts
 to 
boost sagging oil prices, 
but 
California has been hardest hit, 
according to 
analysts. 
Fires at  two refineries in 
Northern 
California  cut into sup-
plies,  and the state's decision to 
remove an 
additive from gasoline 




station dealers and 






 crude oil price 
increases 
would not account for the retail 
spike 







The FTC, at Boxer's request, 
began looking into the effect of 
proposed oil 
company  mergers on 
gasoline costs and possible viola-
tion of antitrust 




prices  this year 
prompted 




office, which declined 
Thur9day to 
comment  on any 
developments,





fully  with the investiga-
tions, said Anita Mangels, a 
spokeswoman 





 is nothing 
new.  They've 
been looking at this for












 and that 
competition  is alive 




In his May 4 
letter
 to Boxer, the 
FTC chairman
 said the commis-
sion "places great importance on 
its 
investigations  of the level of 
gasoline prices in California 
and 
of the proposed mergers." 
The commission is thoroughly 
investigating  pricing activities in 
those markets to 
determine  
whether  the recent increases were 
in whole or in part the result of 
anticompetitive
 conduct," Pitofsky 
said. 
He assured 
Boxer  the agency 
has "assigned experienced staff
 to 
the matter and are pursuing it 
vigorously." 









 he said. The 
merger
 investigations
 will be 
aided 


















 CITY ;AP)  
Scott 
Bulmer,














put  their lives 
gloves  
to people with nothing left. 
back together 
Thursday from the 
Some were so 
grateful,









 he said. 
death toll, 
meanwhile, rose to 
46
 
"A lot of times we have to insist 
in 
Oklahoma  and Kansas. 
they
 take things," he said. "These 
Kimberly




 They're not 
overshirt,  
striped  T-shirt and blue 
used to 
being 
on the receiving 




children  at a 
Incredible  

















Angie  Todd, her
 face 
swollen 
said. "I don't have 




























and  young 
Oklahoma. About 1,500 buildings son survived after being
 pulled 
were 





The smell of hamburgers and four or five houses down the 
sauteed onions wafted down one 
street.
 
ravaged street in Moore, where "I actually remember being in 
volunteers served up free meals the funnel of the tornado," Todd 
to residents picking





Three of the 
injured  died 
4 
overnight.







 top of 
dead
 from 
Monday's tornadoes in 




 a T -
Oklahoma
 to 41. Five people died 
shirt, jeans












150 in Kansas 


















contin-  "This 
is all I've 
got,"  she said, 
ued to ring 
with  calls 
from
 people tugging at the 
shirt. 
"I don't have 
worried 
about
 relatives unac- credit 
cards. I don't 










Fifty-four  people 




list Thursday The school 
system  
in the sub-
morning,  but 





ones were located safe mentary school
 and 
a high school, 
and sound during















the  last two 
ed 
neighborhoods  with dogs and 
weeks  of school at a nearby col -
infrared





 Scarberry, 30, driving a 
and an old administration 
build -
pickup truck lent by a co-worker, ing. 
felt lucky to have found





and ATM card under the 
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SPARTAN  DAILY 
makes  no clakn




 nor Is 
there any 





























 a must. 
Experience 
with
 Microsoft Office. 
Located at Curtner
 & 87. 
Fax 




 8, Apply! 
Retail  Sales: 
ideal flexible schedules available 
for college students. Our store l'aS 
FT/PT positions for salespeople 
with 
experience  in quality 
customer  service. We offer 
$8.00 
par  hour. 40% employee discount, 
Med/Dent/Vis/401K.  Apply in 
person at 1600 
Saratoga  Ave. 
San Jose. 
DRAFTING: Looking for P/T 
drafting person to work w/ low 
voltage syst. 
Duties  will vary in 
assisting drafting dept. Attn: 
Daniel Veronda at Spartan Eng. 
408-993-0560  ext. 107. OR 
dverondaOspartanenglneerIng. 
COM 
CATERING STAFF WANTED S&CO 
per hour to start. Experience 
preferred. Apply at Catered Too. 
12 South First St. Suite 229. SJ. 
EARN $10/HR OR MORE 
Positive, motivated 
people  apply. 
Sales position. flexible sched. 
Call Q.L.P. 408-380-3067 
CASHIERS NEEDED at the 4th St. 








ask for °fella. 
SUMMER JOB 
Restaurant 
Wait  Staff. FT/PT 
1860 The Nameda.






part  time. 
Need car, 
ins.




RED BULL would like 
to 
congratulate





Especially  Gerd 












co in Campbell 
needs reliable people
 for summer 
employment
 to work in administra 
tion & 
shipping/receiving.  One 
run-
time 




 to $10.50 
per 
hour. Fax resume to 
408-
866-0749 
or call 408-866-7000. 
P/T CHILDCARE A Los Gatos 
family is seeking a flexible, 
dependable, energetic, fun
 loving 
person to care for their 
three 
children Monday
 thru Friday. 
11:30 5:50pm in 
their  home. 
Please




temp.  $8-$10/hr 
Must be a 
college
 student 
with a background in 
Math,  
Science 
and  English. 
Bi-lingual
 
skills preferred. For 
more  info. 
call 408 273 
2677 
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE is 
looking for part time employees as 
package handlers, communication 
interns, 













Open  House 
weekly  
events:
 in San Jose on 
Tuesdays  
at 
6:30AM at 1999 So. 
7th  SL San 
Jose or in 
Sunnyvale on 
Mondays 
& Tuesdays at 
6:30 AM or PM & 
on 

























AM & PM 
shifts 
available.  




 per hour. 







 may refer the
 
reader
 to specific 
telephone
 





 readers should 
be 
reminded that. when making 
these 
further







































 and San 














staff team and fun




 SPANISH Maj/Mln 
OR if 1st 
Aid/CPR,  OR Lifeguard,
 
Summer Lang 
Camp  seeks staff. 
Napa Cnty Office 
of Ed. 707-253-3560 
briand@riapanet  net 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Full/Part Time. Summer or 










Experience  is not necessary 
40&530-0563 
California
 Language Center 
CONSTRUCTION 
Now  Hinng for 
Construction  Jobs. 
Summer 
Work
 Avail. No Op Nec. 
Steady work w/flexible time off. 




Responsible person with 
trans-
portation needed for 3 school-age 
children in our 
Los Gatos home. 
weekdays.




408-395-5650 (eves) . 
LEADERS/TEACHERS/AIDES
 
Los Gatos -Saratoga Recreation 
Summer Day Camp F/T 
Summer Aquatics F/T or P/T 
School Yr. Elem. Day Care P/T 
DAY CAMP: Begins 6/14 and 
finishes the week of 8/16. Camps 
are M -F. 
7:30am-6pm.
 K thru 
5th grade. No ECE units req. 
Range: $5.78415.35 per hr. 
Looking for F/T, exp. staff who 
can work the majority 
of the 
summer weeks. Janet Sumpter. at 
(408)354-8700 x223.
 
SCHOOL YEAR: Elementary Sch. 
Age Recreation prog.. P/T from 
2-6pm, M -F, No ECE 
units  req. 
Some P/T positions
 in the 
AM from approx. 7 - 11:30am. 
No ECE units req. Range: 
S5.78411.80 per hr. Call Janet 
Sumpter. (408)354-8700 x223. 
STUDENT
 JOBS, Paid internships
 






DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH 
CFNLDREN?
 Small World Schools 
hinng  
Teachers, 
Aides  & Subs 
for their school -age child care 
centers in San Jose. ECE. CD. 
Psych. 
Soc,




 competitiw pay, excellent 
training. and 
a great work envirors 
ment.




WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get SS PAID SS to 
lose  up 
to 30 lbs 
in the next 30 days 
Natural. Guaranteed. 
Call (888) 240.371.8. 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 





Downtown  Sanlose. 
Inner City Express. 




BALANCE 'Your Staffing Solution" 
2355 De La Cruz I3Nd. 
Santa Clara. CA 
95050  
TEL: 408-980-9000 





Clencal, Administrative Assistant. 
Wietufactunng,
 Customer Service. 
THE OW SPAHETTI FACTORY 




Flexible schedules. day or evening, 




O(PERIENCE  NEEDED!! 
We hake car oral t ral ning program!! 
We are looking for neat. bright. & 
enagetio people in the folloninganEs: 
Food Server (21 or older please). 




2pm to 4prn, Mon. thru 
Fri.  
51 N. San





every  weekend. 
Must nave Male truck & insurance 





 JOB SID/HR. 
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign 
to direct buyers to new homes. 
Need transp. I 




professional.  funny. 
laid back. sympathetic. polanang, 
unpredictable, hedonistic, intelli-
gent, high-quality. seeking same. 
Must
 have solid GPA and social 
life. Email: Marci.Bericomo@ 
RedBull-US.com 
SPRING AND SUMMER JOBS! 
The Princeton Review is hiring 
bright, 
dyanamic
 people to 
teach Spring and Summer
 SAT 
preparation courses. Part-time. 
Starting pay $16 hourly. Call 
after 3pm 1 -800-2 -REVIEW. 
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring 
sales representatives for our 
office located adjacent to SJSU. 
No experience needed. We will 
train. Minimum of $10 per hour 
to $20 per hour + bonuses 
4-




the On-Site Child 
Care Center of the 
DANIELSSON  CHANG 
LAW OFFICES, 
has openings for 
P/T and F/ T teachers. 
The 
center  provides full time 
care for law office staff 
children and
 drop-in care for 
children  of clients while 
they are visiting our office.
 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
- just








Central `MCA ss non heirg fix summer 
and incleciate employment. Noce 
arq outdoor 
pods.  Parterre to 
40 hrshreelL Fun enurement. 




EARN EXTRA CASH S 
Up to $600/month
 
Become a Sperm Donor
 




650324-1900,  M-F, 8-4:30 
OFFICE 
ASSISTANT  WANTED 
Small casual 
office  looking for 
someone with
 general office skills 
including




or part time. Call 408292-7876. 
ACT= DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS 
seeking
 Infant. Toddler. and 
Reschool 
%alters and Aides. F/T & 
P/T pasitions available. Substitute 
positions 
are  also available that 
offer
 flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not 
required  for Aide positions. 
Excellent
 oppportunity for 
Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an interiew at 
244-1968  










jobs in local companies
 












SCHOOL  CHILD 
CARE 
needed.  Lowig famity is 
looking for 
someone 




 7 & 10.
  r 
tutoring
 may be 
required.  Car 
necessary.
 Alum Rock 
area.  M & W 
2 









flexible  rob during




parties  and 
special  events 
in the Los 
Gatos  






previous  expenence 
nec. Must be 
able to drive a 
5 sp and have 
a 
valid COL and your own 
transp.  
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
 
Call 























 to mohvate. train
 and 
ap3vese a tean of 
telenvrieters
 and 
offfte staff in 
our don/Moan San Jose 
location. Must be available to 
work  




basic  PC knowledge and enioy 
KoVirg with people. We MI train 
you.  
Great growth 
potential and benefits 
package. We are a 24 year old 
company 
promoting  the Bay Area  's 
best neaspapers. Rease fax resume 
and cover 
letter to 510-5053191 or 
anal bUltars@home.corn.
 Questions? 
Cal 5105051500. ask for Some. 
NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME. 
Health. Fitness. Nutntion. 
$500 
$3.000/mo.  
Pff or F/T 








 TEACHERS, AIDES 
Thinking about a career working
 
withchildren?
 The YMCA of Santa 
Clara
 Valley 
is now hiring 
for 
preschool  & school -age 
childcare 
centers in San Jose, Cupertino. 
Santa  Clara, 
Los  Gatos. 
Saratoga. Campbell, Evergreen, 
Milpitas.
 Full & partlime avail-





 teams.  great 
experience
 in working with 
children. career
 advancement. 














 fields. Please call Beth 
Profio at 

























GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS! 
Full 8, part-time 






Apply in person at 
555 D 
Meridian Ave. San Jose. 
Or 
call
 Laune at 408-286 5880 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Ed 
& Regular class. 
$8.52-$12.10  hour. 
Saratoga School 
Dist.  Call 
867-3424x200  for appiication & 
infomotion. 
Immediate  Need 
SECURITY 






FT. PT. Wkdys & Wknds. 




High quality licensed childcare 
centers for 2-12 year
 olds. 
Recreation ennchment CureCulum. 
 Flexible PT/FT positions 




 Min 6 ECE required 





Growing throughout the Bay Area. 
KidsPark. 2607929. Faa 2E137366 
GROOMER'S ASST/KEIMEL HELP 
needed for small. 
exclusive  
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. 
Must bereliable, honest, able to 
do physical 
work. Exp. working 
w/dogs preferred. but will train.
 
Great oppty for dog lover! $6.50 hr. 
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 
or Cali 371-9115. 
DISCRETE 1RIAL lIERAPISTS $12 
doe. No exp req'd. music a plus. 





hr/wk)  positions available 






and administrative support. 
Salary $10 to $11.50 an hour. 
Resume and cover letter to 
Dept. 
MM,  Girl Scouts of Santa 
Clara County. 1310 S. Bascom 






phone & organizational skills are a 
must. Basic computer skills
 will 
be required. This is a part time 
position. Mandatory hours are 
9:30
  2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday 
through Friday. Fax resume 
with  
salary history to 408/5549598. 
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job 
Code 35SPD. Full-Time. No Week-




ber and teller services. Requires 




cation 8, PC skills. We offer gener-
ous compensation and benefits 
including medical. dental. vision, 
special employee loans and 
opportunities for tuition 
assts.  
tance. Qualified 
candidates  shouid 
fax or 
send
 resume to 408-756-
2565, STAR 
ONE FCU. HR Dept. 
P.O.

















Teacher  Aides 







 age children. 
CDVCDC
 offers a competitive 
salary, excellent benefits package 
to FT & PT employees and an 
ennching work environment. For 
positions avail at our centers in: 
San Jose, Sunnyvale. Los Altos, 
Campbell.
 Saratoga. Cupertino. 






fat resumes to 







 call our 24 Hour 
Jobline 14188-9-CDICDC.
 EOE 
HIGH TECH COMPANY! 








are looking for motivated 
individuals with a technical 
background (IS or Computers) 
Travel opportunities and 
sponsorship available. 
Full / Part-time. 
Fax your resume to: 
(408) 360-1703 or e
-mall: 
tralnIngetoptlersw.com 
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS 
Ambitious  & energetic people 
needed, 
FT/PT.  Eam $8-$15
 per 
hour (average). Flexible, 
will work 
around your school schedule. 




 or email us at 
vnwi.connthianparking.coni . 
Leave name and number where 
you can be 
contacted. 
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL 
hring behind the 
wheel  & 
classroom instiucturs. Part time 
now leading to Ail hme 
summer 
good pay. No Experience
 
required. We will train wu. migh 
schcol grads. Oker 18. good health 
8, no criminal record. 999W San 




Women ages 2132. Healthy. 
Responsible. All Nationalities. 
Give the Gift of 
Life!!! 
$3,500 stipend & 
expenses  paid 





US AT VAVFC 
(800) 314-9996 
JNSURANCE 
BEST RATES on AUTO INSURANCE
 
Free Phone Quotes 
















8pm Mon. -Sat. 








 reports. etc. 
Please
 call Dave Bolick.M.A. at 
(510) 
601-9554  or 




 writing tips now




 DENTAL PLAN 
I 
Only $57.00 per year 
Save 3096 
6056  
on your dental needs 













H S. and 
College algebra. 
geometry, tng tutor 
including  
CBEST. 
GED  and SAT preparation. 
Back to basics.











  Electnc 
SAT - GED  CBEST
 - ESL . TOEFL 
Computer:  Vis.Basic. 
Vis.C-r+
 
Spanish:  NI levels 
Call:





SPACIOUS 16 2 BORM
 APTS. 
Use in 
luxury  and walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa. suana. 
full cam on-site management. all 
appliances 
included,central  A/C. 
Stop by today 
for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLANNADE
 
201 So 4th St.
 (408) 279-3639. 
UNIQUE  1 DORM 
for




 long-term person. 551. 
553 So. 
6th St. 408-746-1900 
408-292.189a Anthony. $875 & Lei 
2 BORN APARTMENT 119715/mo 
 Security 
Type Building 
 Secure Parking 







576 South Fifth Street 




















7:`,1  3145 










campus:  own bath 
229 
1324  
ROOMS AVAILABLE the Sart Jose 
State 




 close to campus co 
the 
comer  of 8th & San Salvador 
Quiet, comfortable residence for 








5 Minute Walk to Campus 
Well 
Equipped  Student 
Kitthen
 
Computer & Study rooms 
Laundry Room 
Parking 
For Amencan&Intematonel Sherri; 
Ca19246570or stop byfor 
aro,  il 
360 So 11th St 
Between San C,arlos &San SalseJor 
NYDRIIMAKEMPIG 







Grow Protects, etc. All format, 
specializing 
APA. Micro/mini 
tape transcnpbon Fax Expenerxed. 
CONGRATULATIONS to the new dep 'tile, quick retum. 
sisters  of Alpha 
Pi 




Ehlanie. Audrey. Shu Chu. Man. 
Cory. Jenniee. Jessica 
and MU 
ANNA'S WORD PROCESSING 
Tenn papers. thesis. 
resumes  
group  protects,etc Typewriter 



















here.  Line is 30 spaces, including 
letters,  numbers, 













































 per day 
First 
hne  (25 
spaces)
 set in 







 in bold 

























cc money order b: 
Spartan Daily 
Classifieds  
San Jcee State University
 
San bee. CA 95192-0149 
? ClaSsrfted desk Is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. 
 Deadline 10-00 a.m. hvo weekdays before publication 
 NI ads are prepaid. No refunds on chncelled ads 
 Rates for consecutrve. publichhons dates onty 





























_Ada  For Sale* 
Entertainment'
 


















for a 3 line ad for 
3 days. Ads 
must
 be placed in person 
DBH209,
 between









 are offered 










IT'S ABOUT HAPPINESS 
It's about 







 for yourself. Order 'WHAT
 IS 
SCIENTOLOGY?'  And get your 
FREE personality test. 
Call  Ilene at 
the 




RESPONSE  TO THE 
NEWS When
 a wave of emotion
 
sweeps 
across  the world's shore 
of 
thought,  prayer calms. 
Read
 
this article at www.csleumal.com
 
TBAT1 
EUROPE 3239 w 
ANYIIME IN 1999 
Hawaii
 S119. 





















new  day 

















22 West Pointers 
24 In -  of 
replacing  
25 Mexican -menu 
item
 
26 Comic - 




35 Club fees 
36 Genetic 
matenal  
37 Mexican pot 
38 Theater awards 
40 
Feeble  
41 Hawaii souvenir 
42
 - gin 











48 Guns a motor 
49 Roman 
poet  


































































































































39 Hope and 
3 Sinister 
Newhart  
4 Santa - 






6 Dingsble's filler 















11 Mayberry  














23 Play parts 
55 It 
could be tall 
25 Correct 
56 Muslim prince 
26 lady s 
wrap 
57 Look
 as ri 
27 Fa 's 
ancestor


















































































































































































062 - PC 

































































195 - MICROSOFT VANDOWS 
+1.0 
6144
 LEC MTW 510 0920PM 
LAB  MTW ,1 0820PM 
196 - SUPPORTING MS 
WINDOWS +2.0 


























































021A - GENERAL BIOLOGY 





































ENVIRONMENT  OF BUSINESS 
60.80 
0112 - INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS 
6082 MTV, .  




109 - MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 
NIT \N  
 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES 
+3.0
 
107 - CHILD. FAMILY 

















070  CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
















DISABLED STUDENTS PROGRAM 












































































































































































OF THE  









































LEARNING CENTER COURSES 
+3A 












Note: Many courses have basic skills and 
course prerequisites which may 
require a 
placement
 test or a copy of your latest transcript. Please call 
our  
Counseling Department at 




























l000 -o i5oPm 























































040 - INTRODUCTION TO ARGUMENT 
3113 MTWT 
H 









































































































































MTAITH  1015-1210PM 
























































 TO SOCIOLOGY 
+3.0 















SUMMER 1999 TRANSFER CLASSES 
Bring in this ad for a 
FREE
 Summer/Fall 
1999 Schedule of Classes at our 
bookstore.  








































 OF BUSINESS 
BUSINESS 
INFORMATION  SYSTEMS 
3.0 







ppUCATIONS  - 



















TYPING/KEYBOARDING  PART A 
3062 




230  01 " 
011C - BEGINNING 
TYPING/KEYBOARDING








1134} - WP FOR































































040 - THE FILM 
1,10  LLC 
MTW 




















































 0630-0815PM  
 1.0
 
7161 MTWT.,  06.10 




























































































































3340 MTWTH  1000-1150AM 
0175 - HISTORY





























































































Over 200 classes, plus many more in other disciplines! 
REGISTER  
NOW! 
Note: Many courses have basic skills and course prerequisites which may 
require 
a placement test 
or a copy of your latest 
transcript.  Please call our 
Counseling Department
 at 270-64 75 now to insure your eligibility. 
4 




















































































































































































028  - THIRD 
WORLD  CULTURES
 
3350
 
1000
 
1150AM 
030 - 
MEXICAN -AMERICAN
 
CULTURE  
3357
 
MI W 
0800-0.950AM
 
040  VIETNAMESE
-AMERICAN
 
CULTURE
 
 -iso
 
mTwTH
 
0630 
oeaoRm
 
+3.0 
+3 
0 
+3.0 
